ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC SCISSOR LIFT TABLE - EHLT-43102-1-79

*** ANY ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, OR OMISSIONS MUST BE CORRECTED ON THIS DRAWING AS THIS DRAWING WILL BE CONSIDERED ALL INCLUSIVE ***

ALL GRAPHICS PROVIDED ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. IF CERTAIN DIMENSIONS ARE CRITICAL PLEASE VERIFY THOSE DIMENSIONS WITH YOUR SALES PERSON.

APPROX WEIGHT: 1692.87 lbs.
DOES NOT INCLUDE WEIGHT OF POWER OR PACKAGING!!!

POWER [ ] AC [ ] DC (12V) [ ] AIR/OIL

MOTOR VOLTAGE 115 208 230 460

DEDICATED CIRCUIT REQUIRED 60Hz

MOTOR PHASE [ ] SINGLE [ ] THREE

CONTROL [ ] HAND [ ] FOOT

DECK TOLERANCE ± 1/2"

TABLE HEIGHT TOLERANCE ± 1/2"

DECK FLATNESS ± 1/4"

SPECIAL FEATURES

NONE

VESTIL MANUFACTURING

10/11/2017

SCALE: 1:24

FILE NAME: 24-007-421-001